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QUESTION 1

An ICT distribution designer is estimating the installation of five units of 1.5 m (5 ft) tong channel basket trays connected
together in the ceiling. The total length of the pathway needed is 7 5 m (25 ft). How many supports will be needed\\'\\' B.
5 

C. 7 

D. 10 

E. 20 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A newly appointed country manager suggests that the regional program manager use a social media platform to
expedite communications and address questions. The new country manager used this social media platform at a
previous job. 

What should the regional program manager do to address the country manager\\'s request? 

A. Suggest that the country manager use the existing communication channels while the team becomes familiar with the
new social media platform 

B. Ask the country manager to champion the social media platform, as they may have more influence than the regional
program manager 

C. Review existing in-house social media capabilities to determine if they will meet the needs of the country manager\\'s
request and update the stakeholder register 

D. Ask the technology, security, and project teams to assess the country manager\\'s request. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

External resources are required for a program. The program manager receives bids from multiple vendors and presents
the top vendor to the program governance board. One program governance board member asks the program manager
to select a vendor that was dismissed early in the selection process because they were not on the approved vendor list
The program manager learns that this program governance board member has a personal connection to this vendor 

What should the program manager do? 

A. Add the vendor to the approved list 

B. Report an ethics violation 

C. Agree to engage the vendor due to the program governance board member\\'s program influence 

D. Initiate a new vendor selection bid process 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the MINIMUM fire rating for telecommunications spaces walls and wall linings, if not specified otherwise by local
Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ)? 

A. One hour 

B. Two hours 

C. Three hours 

D. No minimum requirement 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the minimum bend radius of an indoor backbone fiber optic cable when under a no load condition? 

A. 10 times the outside diameter of the cable. 

B. 15 times the outside diameter of the cable. 

C. 20 times the outside diameter of the cable. 

D. 25 times the outside diameter of the cable. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the MINIMUM lighting requirement for telecommunications spaces? 

A. 50 lux (4.6 foot-candles) of lighting in the horizontal plane and 20 lux (1.9 foot-candles) of lighting in the vertical plane
measured at 1 meter (3.28 feet) above the finished floor 

B. 200 lux (18.6 foot-candles) of lighting in the horizontal plane and 500 lux (46 foot- candles) of lighting in the vertical
plane measured at 1 meter (3.28 feet) above the finished floor 

C. 500 lux (46 foot-candles) of lighting in the horizontal plane and 200 lux (18.6 foot- candles) of lighting in the vertical
plane measured at 1 meter (3.28 feet) above the finished floor 

D. 500 lux (46 foot-candles) of lighting in the horizontal plane and 500 lux (46 foot-candles) of lighting in the vertical
plane measured at 1 meter (3.28 feet) above the finished floor 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 7

For optical fiber cabling, which of the following test instruments is used to locate and identify any anomalies? 

A. OTDR 

B. Optical power meter 

C. OLTS 

D. Spectrum analyzer 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

In the last year, all program phase gate reviews received excellent feedback and exceeded stakeholder expectations
recently, the customer decides that there is no need to continue phase gate reviews. 

What should the program manager do next? 

A. Ask the stakeholders what they want and proceed with their recommendations 

B. Agree with the customer and Initiate change control procedures 

C. Continue periodic gate reviews to maintain program effectiveness for benefits realization 

D. Replace program reviews with periodic communications of the program\\'s status 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Before working on equipment, what is the FINAL step in the lockout/tagout (LOTO) procedure? 

A. Verify the equipment controls are in the proper operating position. 

B. Train workers to perform the LOTO process. 

C. Apply appropriate tags both locally and remotely. 

D. Confirm the device is de-energized by proving it will not run when started. 

E. Confirm all unnecessary items have been removed from the area. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

An RandD group director approves a major program\\'s charter although the director has a high level of understanding
of the program\\'s scope (hoy are unsure of how the program manager can be successful in delivering the program\\'s
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commitments 

What should the program manager do to align stakeholders with planning and monitoring the program\\'s progress? 

A. Establish high-level program milestones 

B. Develop an accountability matrix, and assign program roles and responsibilities 

C. Generate a supplier management plan to identify external stakeholders 

D. Create a communications management plan, and establish reporting formats 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

The program manager of a multinational program must reconcile data including subject matter experts* labor hour
estimates and other direct resource hour estimates. In addition the program manager must prepare the cash flow
analysis 

Which of the following should be considered to get a baseline budget? 

A. Currency exchange rates 

B. Component cost estimates 

C. Baseline schedule 

D. Program payment schedules 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Communicating a project\\'s design and technical specifications to the client and stakeholders is part of the
___________of the project. 

A. scope of work 

B. needs analysis 

C. close out procedure 

D. bidding phase 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

A vertical conduit mast should not extend above a roof line more than which of the following? 
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A. 6 inches 

B. 4 inches 

C. 24 inches 

D. 12 inches 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

The inadvertent transposition of two conductors of separate pairs is called what? 

A. Twisted pair 

B. Transposed pairs 

C. Reversed pair 

D. Split pair 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A program manager learns that their company\\'s organizational strategy has changed This change impacts one
component project of a program misaligning it with both the program objectives and the new organizational strategy This
component project, however, is already 90 percent complete. 

What should the program manager do next? 

A. Immediately submit a component project closure request to the program sponsor so that resources can be
reallocated to strategically aligned component projects. 

B. Assess the impact of closure on other component projects, and generate a recommendation for submission to the
program governance board 

C. Recommend that the component project manager complete work activity to deliver benefits to the organization 

D. Update the benefits management plan to reflect the impact of the change on the program and its intended benefits 

Correct Answer: B 
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